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A NEW VOLUME Yep, this one starts with participation by the Admiral (me), as did Volume 1. For
this issue, I get to insert my own comments, not just editor’s notes! Some corrections and miscellany
are on the last page.
Ninth Letter from the Captain is written aboard the HILDE M2, anchored in Paopao, Moorea, Polynesie
Francaise, about May 11 and begins:
"Hello everybody! Life has been good these past five weeks -- so good, in fact, that I haven't taken the
time to write about it, except for a number of postcards and a letter or three.
"Now I’m in a magnificent quiet fjord-like Cook's Bay on Moorea with few distractions other than the
clear water for swimming so I'll get caught up on the log. It was hard to leave the fleshpots of Papeete"
(Ed: What? What?) ''behind, not to mention some good friends, but the expenses for eating out were
killing my budget while the calories were expanding my newly acquired boyish figure again. The first
thing I did here this morning was to row ashore and locate a snack bar and a Chinese restaurant. Habits
like good food are hard to break. Well, let's return to the saga. . .
“B and I climbed aboard the bus at Nukuataha Airport on Nuku Hiva – actually the bus was a modified
truck with three long benches in the colorful box-like wooden structure mounted in its bed. Most bags
went on the top but we clutched B's handbags and the five-foot long spare tiller she had packaged up
and brought all the way from home.
"The bumpy 20 minute ride across the Savannah-like plateau of northwestern Nuku Hiva and down to
the tiny bay where our transport ship waited was B’s introduction to the Marquesas. She enjoyed seeing
the semi-wild horses and the arid grassy plant-life high above the gray-brown cliffs and the deep blue
water, with the jagged uninhabited islands of Eiao and Hatutu in the distance to the NW."
Adventure - no extra charge: "When we arrived at the quay on Haahopu Bay I saw that the waves
hadn’t abated a bit since I came ashore a couple of hours earlier. The huge swells were hitting it with a
deep rumbling roar, sending green water over the top of the protective rock abutment and squirting
fountains of it up through cracks in the concrete surface.
“Two hundred yards away the big converted landing craft that was our ferry rode the wells like a duck,
waiting for us, and just off the quay the wooden lifeboat that served as the ship's tender stood by for a
lull between the waves. Time after time it started for the quay and had to turn back as another huge
wave approached.

"Finally, taking advantage of a gap between the swells, the tender darted in just long enough for a few
men to rush out to the edge and throw luggage to those in the boat. At the last second before a wave
crashed the little boat veered off to make another circle and wait for another chance. This act was
repeated several times, and it seemed amazing that only one piece went into the water and that even that
was fished out. We were thankful that our own big luggage had gone overland to Taiohae in the
snackbar operator's pickup truck.
“Having perfected their timing, the crew brought the launch in again. This time we ran, out and
practically threw ourselves into the arms of the husky Marquesian crew as the boat bobbed alongside
momentarily. A few minutes later we were alongside the ferry, rising and falling perhaps four or five
feet against the ship with each swell.
"Here the crew had ringed a ten foot rope ladder up the side. It looked barely do-able to me, and the
other passengers were aghast. The crew literally picked up one island woman and thrust her onto the
ladder at the top of our rise. She clung fiercely and didn't utter a sound as we dropped away, but she
had trouble going up the high steps. Finally deckhands on the boat climbed over the side, grasped her
arms and hauled her up. This wasn't going to work. I was a tiny bit disappointed since I wouldn't get a
chance to test myself.
"The crew tried another tactic, moving around to the bow where the ship lowered its huge landing
ramp. Reversing the procedure it used at the quay, the launch darted in to the outboard edge between
waves where deckhands grabbed us. This was much better. Several passes and all eight or so of us
were aboard. Next came the luggage. Some of us trotted out to the edge and grabbed the bags as they
were flung from the tender.
''One more trip to the quay, faster this time with the practice, and everyone was aboard in mostly dry
condition. It took another half hour for the crew to bring the bobbing tender alongside, make it fast to
the cable of a derrick, and swing it aboard."
A more civilized passage to Tauigae: "Klaus and Anitra from the Swedish brigantine ANITA (they had
waited on the ferry) were surprised but pleased that his brother and wife with the tiny baby had gone
overland to Taiohae and avoided the trip in the tender.
“The ferry cruise around the West Side of Nuku Hiva was anti-climatic but beautiful. The process of
getting us on the ship had taken so much time that it was soon too dark to see the coastline except in
silhouette against the night sky. It was nearly 8 PM when we arrived back at the copra pier at Taiohae.
''B and I were among the first off the ship and started our hike around the end of the bay to the place
where I had pulled our dinghy up on the beach. We were glad that we didn't have to deal with the big
bags at that point. As we walked along the dark road someone shouted from a passing car. We thought
it was local people enjoying a Saturday night binge and paid no attention. When the vehicle went into
reverse and roared back toward us we leapt aside just before the land rover crashed to a stop against a
road sign, bending it nearly over.
''We were surprised but very relieved when the Swedish couple with the baby got out. They were
looking for Klaus and Anitra. We pointed out their boat riding at anchor and told them their tender was

probably at the copra dock. They said the ride across the island had been a terrifying roller coaster
experience, both rough and fast.
"Apparently the driver and his friend had overindulged at the airport. We told them that they had
probably had the best of it. Normally the trip from the airport takes at least two hours longer by road
than by ferry. With our delays due to the rough water, and the abandoned verve of their driver, we had
made if to town in a dead heat."
The HILDE M2 at 1ast! "Soon we reached our own little tender, drawn up on the sand and tied to a tree.
We pulled her into the clear warm water and I rowed us out in the starry night to our boat. By luck and
planning and much hard-earned money, we were alone together again exactly on our 35th wedding
anniversary (4/4/52-4/4/87), and we celebrated as appropriately as we could.
"Sunday, understandably, was a sag-day for us. We did try to go to the buffet brunch at Frank and
Rose's Keikakanui Hotel, along with Tom and Mary Sager from ST. JEROME who had just arrived
from Hiva Oa. There was some misunderstanding and there was no food on what was to have been the
first day of the new service. I felt a bit foolish having invited Tom and Mary. Rose had just worked out
the meal plan and the pricing before she left and it had sounded good.
“I also felt a bit sorry for the Corsers. This nice yachtie couple from California found their paradise
here and has tried for ten years to launch a, hotel with only partial success. They have a beautiful place,
but have not been able to attract enough business to make it go well." (B: A lodge and three cabins
accommodate about 10 people, a more gorgeous setting couldn’t be found.)
“Nuku Hiva is nearly at the end of the world as far as air connections and fares are concerned, and the
declining buying power of the dollar has made a stay here terribly expensive. Now, on their way back
to California to attend to Frank's building business that (I suspect) pays for their hotel venture, they've
left the hotel in the hands of friends and employees. Without their attention to details, the service will
not be quite the same.
“Our bags didn't arrive at the hotel until later in the day. We picked them up that evening and had a
'Christmas in April' session with me opening dozens of packages, mostly things I’d asked B to get and
bring, but some that she'd thought of herself over the previous months. Included in the goodies were
about 20 pounds of letters and magazines that were put aside to read after B left to help keep me from
being lonely later. (I still have some to finish going through.)
'She had somehow (through a super-expert packing job) gotten an enormous lot of qear into three large
black canvas suitcases. They weighed a ton but she had no problems with airlines or customs along the
way until she checked aboard her Air Tahiti flight from Papeete. There they charged her $152 for
overweight luggage on the three-and-a-half hour last leg of her journey. “
(B: Well, I suppose it wasn’t as unreasonable as it sounds. The plane carried only about 40 passengers
-- a contract to United's DC-10 from Dulles to L.A. and the French airline UTA's DC-10 from L.A. to
Papeete -- and the luggage went right in the cabin with us. By the way, there's a shower-and-nap
facility in the international terminal at the L.A. airport that was a real blessing in breaking up my
journey of 17 air hours, 36-hours portal-to-portal.)

Taiohae: "Monday we went into the town and I showed B around.” (B: A pretty good-sized place, the
largest in Polynesie Francaise and the seat of government. Loads of gorgeous blooming plants, as on
all the islands. A long main street, mostly paved, some fairly substantia1 buildings, a real mix as
always.)
"The Wilcox and Sager families were there too, on their way for a hike up the valley to a waterfall. We
were invited along but begged off, as B wasn’t yet used to the tropical sun. I was secretly relieved
because, although accustomed to the sun, I thought it was just too hot for enjoyment.
''On our way back to the boat after a visit to the Post Office, I stopped at Maurice McKitterick's store to
check on availability of diesel fuel. Maurice said he expected several drums of fuel to come in on the
copra boat that afternoon and would have diesel for us in the morning. Back aboard our boat we
stowed some of the many items B had brought and I worked at breathing life back into the ancient
Seagull outboard motor without success.
"Later Tom Sager came over from his boat to try out some computer disks on our Zenith ZP-171
computer. He has one just like ours, except it's a Morrow Pivot, and had been having problems reading
the disks for some spreadsheet programs. They worked just fine on our machine and I offered him
some computer time but he allowed it would take longer than either he or I would like, so he departed
to experiment some more on his machine now that he knew his disks were ok.
"Before he left he offered the loan of some empty jerry cans for our fuel-hauling exercise on Tuesday.
Since we had the machine out and running we took advantage and B crashed out about 5000 words on
my boat log about the Galapagos as I dictated. It sure is wonderful to have a crew to do those tough
nasty jobs so the skipper can be an executive.

Expert keyboardist Barb made my hunt-and-pecking look bad.

"Incidentally, in glancing over the March '87 issue of CRUISING WORLD magazine which B had
thoughtfully brought along, what should I find but an interview story on cruisers Tom and Mary Sager
complete with a nice color photograph! I tore it out and gave it to Tom since they hadn't seen it. We
hadn't realized we knew some yachtie celebrities."
(B: I remember sitting in the afternoon on the cabin top in the shade of the awning, glad K had put out
the stern anchor to minimize the rolling, and reflecting on my journey, the longest single trip I've ever
made. Admiring the beautiful scenery and marveling at the variety of other anchored sailboats, it
suddenly hit that I was in the Southern Hemisphere, in the South Pacific -- I had never dreamed of
coming here. This was never an ambition of mine when I was little. Who would have ever expected I
would someday come to an exotic place like this???
(B, cont: It also suddenly hit that I would have to stay on the sailboat, whether I wanted to or not, for
three whole weeks! There was really no escape, no way to leave, if I decided I couldn't cope with it any
longer...what was a nice girl like me doing in a place like this??
(B: cont: You realize, of course, that I was totally delighted to be with K, whom I hadn't seen for over
five long months... what was troubling me was that I was doing the two things that are the hardest for
me -- being on the sailboat and being where it's hot -- and doing them for three whole weeks! You
know how certain little scenes stick in your mind, well, this is one of those scenes. The Log of the
Hilde M2 isn't a whitewash; it's all the truth that's fit to print.
"We returned to town bright and early Tuesday morning armed with our two fuel cans and two more
from ST. JEROME. Maurice quickly siphoned off 20 gallons for us, not even getting the stuff in his
mouth like I generally do, and kindly offered to drive us and the heavy cans back around to the beach
where I had the dink. Soon I had HM2's tanks topped up and B rowed Tom's cans back to him.
"We pulled up our anchors at midday and departed for Anaho Bay, a place that my Danish friends on
SULIEMA had enjoyed immensely on the NE shore of Nuku Hiva. As always, we hated to leave the
friendly families on the other boats at Taiohae, but we had to move on to let B see some of the
Marquesas before departing for the Tuamotus and Tahiti. Her flight home was scheduled for Sunday
the 26th and there was none too much time to do it all." (B: I definitely would have liked to visit some
more with these other cruising couples and families. From what little time I had with them, they are
tremendous people and it would have been good to experience even just a little more of cruiser society.)
"The trip around to Anaho was a bit rough, with a fresh breeze from the ENE making it a beat most of
the way. The scenery along the way was most spectacular with jagged peaks, crenellated cliffs, and
occasional offshore snaggle toothed rocks to keep us alert. Our timing was perfect, and we found our
new anchorage in the calm waters of Anaho SW of Pte. Mesange just before dusk."
Anaho Bay: "We were the only yacht in that gorgeous mountain-ringed place. Along the shore a few
lights twinkled in a little village of not more than ten small houses strung along the beach. After just a
few minutes we knew that we wanted to spend several days here. We ate our supper on deck so we
could continue to enjoy the beauty of our surroundings.

"Gradually the lights winked out and at 8 PM there was only the light of the first quarter moon and the
glimmer of one or two dying fires on the shore. We quietly shed our clothes and swam from the boat in
the warm silvery water, careful not to disturb the peace of the place, and then found our bed." (B:
Sounds like K is getting a little poetic, but he’s actually reporting accurately.)
"The next morning we went ashore through the fringing reef to look around. The picturesque curved
beach was different from those I'd seen in the Marquesas so far. The sand is lighter in both color and
weight and composed of large coral granules that don’t pack as hard as the fine black volcanic sand of
Taiohae and other beaches and it doesn’t cling to the skin as tenaciously.
"We walked along the beach looking at the interesting houses. Most of them were of a modern A-frame
design, many with sliding glass doors, curiously alike as though this were a tiny housing project. I
suspected that with government help they replaced others that had been destroyed in a hurricane. Aside
from the high-tech housing the lifestyle here was simple, mostly fishing and copra making.
"We chatted with a young man who was mowing the grass in front of his house with a sickle. He was
shy but friendly and his English was worlds better than our French, and galaxies better than our
Marquesian. About 50 people live here. They have electricity but the generator operates only from
dusk to 8 PM.
"Walking along the path which is the main street, paralleling the beach, we found a beautiful fale, an
open thatched pavilion that obviously serves as the church for the community. Nearby men were
working on a concrete block structure that will probably someday be a larger finer sanctuary. We were
impressed with the cleanliness and orderliness of the entire village. If I ever go native I hope it will be
in a lovely place like this nameless town.
"During the afternoon we worked on boat projects. I put grommets in the new rain catcher B had made
at home. Experimenting with hanging it, we found that it can double as an excellent rain awning over
the forward hatch when it isn’t in rain-catching mode, though the cord ties make a minefield of the
forward deck.
Note to Karl – Jan mixed up the pages here which confused me a bit and may
Confuse you too as you proof . . .
“As we put the finishing touches on our project the beautiful 75' Swan ketch, ODELISQUE, from
Toronto, came into the anchorage and dropped her hook several hundred yards to the south of us. One
of the crew dinghied over in the evening and invited us aboard to watch a video. The owner, Walter,
and his wife had a paid crew of five aboard, all extremely nice people. I'd met them all in Atuona and
had struck up an acquaintance with Gail, the cook, and Peter, the captain, both British I believe.
"The evening's entertainment was a video cassette someone had pirated in the Caribbean; a particularly
tasteless and nearly plot-less black humor flic about a California couple who accidentally bump off a
would-be burglar with a skillet and find it an easy and convenient way to 'earn’ money toward their goal
of buying a gourmet restaurant. Ultimately through necessity at the last moment, they cook up their
latest victim, the woman's Chicano lover, to wine and dine the real estate broker who appears

unexpectedly with a fantastic deal on the restaurant of their dreams. Fade out on crisp white linen and
sparkling crystal -- and the end of ‘Eating Raoul'.
"I think everyone was a little bit embarrassed and the evening kind of petered out without our having a
chance to see much of the really fine yacht. We were as much impressed by the ice cubes in our glasses
as by anything else since we have no ice aboard the HM2." (B: We drink lukewarm stuff that tastes so
bad we put this weird colored powder (Crystal Lite) in it, making it taste different if not exactly better.
The solid water was a pleasure!)
"It did seem to us that the relationship between Walter and Helen and their paid crew was really nice more like a large family than a boss / worker situation. Walter seems very pleasant, low key and mild
for a millionaire captain of industry or whatever he is. B and I had been walking and talking with him
and Helen in Taiohae one day when the crew was talking the boat to the copra dock for fuel. He said he
liked to be off the boat when they did things like that."
(B: To give you an idea of the size of their boat vs HM2, we bought 25 gallons of diesel and lugged it in
jerry cans. They bought 500 gallons, taking their boat up to the fuel ship and having it delivered
directly to their tanks via hose... But they really were most pleasant and we enjoyed our visit with them
and their crew even if the picture was strange. K doesn't know this, but later on I got some credit, I
think, with various young friends of mine when I told them I saw that film!)
“We got out the SCUBA gear on Thursday and I went down to look at the anchor. Although we were in
30’ of water we could see coral and I was concerned about getting the hook up when the time came to
depart. I had some left ear equalization problems going down, but took it slowly, and eventually was
able to adjust the anchor so that it would hold in a horizontal pull but come up vertically.
"The bottom was nearly solid coral with numerous three to five foot heads. It was quite beautiful but
broken in many places by anchors and chains of vessels. There wasn't much fish life that I could see.
Coming up I had trouble again relieving the pressure in the left inner ear.
"Even though I came up slowly and applied the proper techniques, an old perforation of the eardrum
reopened. I had taken Sudafed to keep my tubes open, but apparently not enough or soon enough.
Since I was in the water and had plenty of air left, I took the opportunity to clean up the bottom of the
boat before coming aboard. During the afternoon we refilled the Scuba bottle and generally made the
boat ready for an early morning departure. The ear continued to give poppings and gurglings (but no
real discomfort) for several weeks."
(B: I doubt he's telling the whole truth here -- his ear bled quite a bit, and I know he got so he could
hardly hear on that side. I suggested he hunt up a physician when we got to Papeete, but he growled
that all the doctor would do would be to tell him not to dive. He'll have to watch this carefully.
Whether or not it turns out that he really has to quit diving will probably be a major factor in his
ultimate decision whether or not to terminate the cruise after Australia. It wouldn't be too much fun to
be at the Great Barrier Reef, for example, and not be able to dive.)
Anaho to Ua Poa: ''We were up at 5 AM on Friday and away in 50 minutes just at dawn. There was no
trouble getting the anchor in. except for a chain jam in the tube to the aft chain locker on the last ten
feet or so, which B quickly cleared below. We had to motor upwind in a light breeze for the first few

miles to the NE corner of the island, then were able to sail well on a beam reach down the E side of the
island, retracing Tuesday's hard-won passage in about half the time.
"Motoring once again into Taiohae Bay, we anchored in the NE corner in front of the High
Commissioner's residence, not far from the copra wharf, and rowed ashore to visit the gendermerie and
clear from the Marquesas with an overnight stop at Ua Pou. B made a phone call from the Post Office
to cancel her hotel reservation in Papeete for the night before her plane departure and went by the Air
Tahiti office to cancel her inter-island flight. Stopping briefly at a small grocery we picked up fruit and
bread and returned to the boat.
"We had the anchor up again at 12:30 and were on our way for the 20 mile reach to Ua Pou to the south.
We sailed in gradually diminishing wind, finishing in a close reach as the wind swung more to the SE,
but were able to reach the port of Hakahetau just before dusk. The island was spectacular, to say the
least. Fred Boehm calls it the 'Disneyland of the South Pacific' in his cruising guide. The mountains
have weathered away, leaving incredible spikes of volcanic plugs here and there and a jagged 4,000foot peak in the center. I've never seen anything like it.
"The small bay was deep and open to the NW. The best anchorage was occupied by several local power
fishing boats that were moored in such a way that they used nearly all of the available space. Motoring
slowly in circles among them we finally used the only possible spot, dropping the anchor nearly along
side one of the wide-swinging powerboats in 30 feet of water and veering out 150 feet of chain.
"To keep from swinging, ourselves, and to minimize rolling in the moderate NW swells I rowed out a
stern anchor, dropping it nearly on the reef fringing the shore. When B winched in on the stern rode its
anchor came home and I had to reset it a second time before we were held in position.
"The bay was beautiful, the towering spires were awe-inspiring, and the little town was attractive, but
we spent an uneasy night at anchor in gradually increasing swells that broke with a disconcerting roar
on the nearby reef and shore. The town jetty was washed over regularly by waves in a miniature
version of the situation a week before at Haahopu Bay by the airport on Nutu Hiva. In the early
evening the operator of the nearest powerboat left his mooring and returned later, tying up with a longer
line so that it swung even wider. During the night I was up several times to check the situation since
his stern was now often less than fifteen feet from our bow. I thought I heard it scrape against our
anchor chain more than once and finally I lengthened our scope forward, winching in aft, to give us a
bit more clearance.
"In the morning we debated clearing out immediately, since the conditions were still pretty rough. I
was disappointed because I had looked forward to a brief visit on a fourth Marquesian Island but agreed
that we couldn't leave the boat unattended for any length of time. I did row B ashore, using a tactic
kind of like the ferry tender, putting her on the concrete wharf between waves so that she could refill
our emergency water jerry can with fresh water while I stood off. While she was doing that I watched as
a powerboat came in to pick up some local men to go fishing. One of the fellows who jumped aboard
misjudged the motion of the boat and went into the surging water alongside. They all hollered with
laughter and he was promptly pulled aboard.
"I had to make several attempts before I could get the stern of the dink to the wharf between waves. An
older man there kindly helped us with the jerry can and helped B as she got back into the dinghy. We

waved our thanks and that was the extent of our acquaintanceship with the good people of this
spectacular island. It's too bad the seas couldn't have been calmer so that we could have visited a bit."
(B: Here K is downplaying, I think, from my viewpoint. My little adventure getting ashore and back
into the dink was a lot more spectacular that he makes it sound! Fortunately I was wearing my
swimsuit and fortunately I am both tough and calm... The jerry can and two Clorox bottles had to be
thrown, if the nice man hadn't given me a hand both up and down I doubt if I could've made it, and all
in all it was one of the more drastic activities of the trip. But he's correct that the anchorage was hairy.
It was one of the few times in my life that I was anxious to get out to sea! He's also correct that Ua Poa
was beautiful, and that the town would have been good to visit. Having visited the large settlement of
Taiohae, and the tiny one at Anaho, this would have given me a look at something medium sized.)
PASSAGE 5, DAYS 1 THROUGH 5. "Aboard the HM2 we stowed gear and made ready for our
passage to the Tuamotus. We pulled up the stern anchor then hauled the dinghy aboard, scrubbed her
bottom, and got her lashed down. Finally we hauled in the bow anchor at 9:45 AM and were on our
way to the south sea atolls once known as the Dangerous Isles.
"My plan for the passage to the Tuamotus was to sail SW on a course of 210 degrees magnetic, passing
SE of Takaroa and Aratika and NW of Kauehi to Fakarava, second largest of the Tuamotus. I chose this
atoll primarily because of her huge pass, a half mile wide and 30' deep. It's the only one that can be
negotiated safely under sail and can be entered under power at any stage of the tide.
"The passage was planned for the period of the full moon to help our night watches. If I had been
single-handing and not able to stand regular watches, I would probably not have gone through the
Tuamotus at all but passed N around the archipelago. Most cruising yachts that don't avoid the islands
altogether choose the 'freeway route' further N, stopping at Ahe and/or Rangiroa. I was pleased with the
idea of being off the beaten track and expected to see fewer boats.

Flapjacks au natural on deck.

"A passage through these low reef-circled islands is probably feared by cruisers nearly as much as a trip
around the Horn or through the Red Sea. Actually, the average height of the land is about eight feet and
the coconut trees stand about 45 feet so it should be possible to sight an island from about eight miles

or a bare motu from nearly three miles. Still, making allowances for bad visibility in squall or haze, it
is entirely possible to end your cruise suddenly right there. Our SatNav set did give me an extra
measure of confidence in case of continued overcast.
"Our trip went nominally if a bit slow. The winds were fairly light and from the east quadrant the first
two days, strengthening finally on Monday afternoon, then falling off again about midnight. It was
necessary to change the adjustment of the sails constantly in order to maintain an average of a little
better than four knots. Tuesday the speed dropped off to an average of between three and four knots
and it was necessary to motor at times to maintain our course."
(B: Those of you who know, or have figured out, that I’m really not a sailor may be pleased to know I
did better at actual sail management on this trip than ever before. I think it was because I had specific
objectives on each watch, to hold both speed and course within certain limits, due to the necessity of
arriving at certain places at certain times.)
(B cont: As explained earlier, conditions in the Pacific haven’t been normal this year, and I thought the
wind and wave action were pretty uncomfortable, though I have just enough objectivity to acknowledge
the passage was a good one. One thing that definitely lived up to expectations was the beautiful pink
color of the sky at sunrise and sunset. Very briefly, not more than 10 or 20 minutes all together, the
entire sky, not just where the sun was, and even the sea itself, would take on this beautiful pink. Sky
blue pink? I was slightly alarmed the first time I saw it, and then I remembered I had read of this. It's
another never-forget.)
"We checked into the Pacific Maritime Mobile ham net each evening and were somewhat concerned
about reports of nasty weather in Tahiti where there was intense wind and rain with flooding and even
the Moorea Ferry was forced to suspend operations. Ken Roper on HARRIER reported squalls near
Ahe and said he was forced to heave to outside the pass due to wind and rough seas. We were still
experiencing calmer than usual weather.
"Wednesday morning at dawn, about 6 30, I spotted the island of Tikei to port right on schedule and
right where she was supposed to be, about 7 miles off. The tops of the palm trees looked like a patch of
rough water at first. Although the wind was now picking up, we slowed the boat down so as not to run
the remaining 85 miles or so too quickly. I wanted to be off Fakarava at 9 AM on Thursday since that
would put us in the 15 mile wide pass between Aratika and Kauehi about sun-up and give us good light
to enter the lagoon of our atoll.
"By shortly after midnight the wind had increased to between 15 and 20 knots from the N and we
continued on a broad reach under very little sail. I used the Tillermaster instead of the Aries vane to
keep us on a precise course in the constantly changing wind. The SatNav showed our course and speed
to be just right and I blessed its ability to penetrate the overcast sky. At dawn I had Aratika in sight to
starboard and shortly later we made visual contact with our Fakarava perhaps nine miles away on the
port bow just like magic.
"As we approached the huge atoll we could make out the trees on the long narrow island ranging away
out of sight to the SE, then we could see the bright strip of sand and finally the strange pyramid-like
structure of the abandoned lighthouse near the NW end. What we couldn't see was the pass into the
lagoon.

"B kept pointing out low places in the island and gaps in the trees but I was reluctant to begin a drive in
toward the lee shore without more reassurance. 'That doesn't look like a half-mile wide pass to me,' I
growled. 'But it's the only place that I can see,' she said reasonably while searching through the
binoculars.
(B: Later I confessed to K that this part of the passage was one of my worst experiences to date. I was
sure that we were going to go right on by the pass before we would realize where it was; and then we
would not be able to beat our way back to it, and would have to keep going all the way to Tahiti. I
began to tell myself I could make it if we had to do that, but I wasn’t really at all sure that I could.)
"'We need something to give us some sense of scale,' I replied. 'If the trees were nearly 50 feet high, it
would take just over 50 of them laid end to end to make a half mile. B agreed that there was no gap of
that magnitude. The pass had to be the wide expanse of water ahead between what we thought was
Fakarava and Toau. A look at the chart confirmed that the atolls were more than ten miles apart, too far
for Toau to be seen this clearly -- so we were in fact looking at Ngarue Pass. It was immense!
"According to the DMA Sailing Directions for the South Pacific, the pass is sometimes completely
crossed by a line of surf, but the tersely worded statement assured the sailor that the pass can be
transited at any stage of the tide. Since we didn’t have an accurate tide table and, more importantly,
since we couldn't conveniently wait long enough to observe any tidal difference in the pass anyway, I
put the hatchboards in our companionway and battened down the loose gear.
" ‘We're going in and it may be rough for a bit with the wind blowing directly into the pass,' I stated.
With that I brought the engine up to 1500 RPM and with all sails drawing we headed into the gap on
the approved course of 150 degrees magnetic.
''At first the line of surf seemed minor. The color of the water looked good. Then we were in an area of
mountainous confused seas and monstrous holes in the water that looked terribly deep. We forged
ahead rolling strangely. My eyes were focused ahead but B was watching the water on the sides of us.
'The waves are fantastic shades of green and blue and turquoise,' she said wonderingly. I think she was
too fascinated at the moment to be scared.
"One wave slopped over the port side and put nine inches of water in the cockpit. Then, suddenly, we
were in calm water. It felt strange after so many hours of swells and wind waves. 'Those big valleys in
the water we saw, I said, 'must have been 20 feet deep because at one point the depth finder read 12
feet. "
(B: Picture two lines of really good surf meeting each other, and you have an idea of this scene.
Unbelievable and unforgettable! Wish I had thought of the camera, but actually I was too busy holding
on.... Before we started in, I was so relieved that we were going to go in, that I truly wasn’t scared and I
looked around. K was busy doing a great job of steering and didn’t get to see the beautiful large black
dolphin diving through the waves along side of us as we started in.)
"Behind us 200 yards away across the disturbed water we could see the regular swells of the Pacific as
they met the outgoing current. Ahead the lagoon looked like a huge lake. To the port were some shoal
areas, obvious by their brownish color and marked with an iron post at the high spot. After rounding

them and bearing more to the northeast there was clear sailing toward the village which was now
plainly visible about five miles away. The depth varied from 60 to 100 feet but we kept a sharp lookout
just to be on the safe side.
“A little more than an hour later we slowly motored along the inner shore NW of the copra wharf at
Rotava looking for a suitable anchorage in 30 feet with sand. We eventually had to settle for 45 feet
because the bottom sloped away from shore so sharply. Grumpily I paid out 36 fathoms of chain,
thinking about the job of getting it back in again. After we had backed down on the anchor to set it well
it was wonderful to relax in the peace and quiet of our own South Seas lagoon and watch the pattern of
the clouds on the water. Life was good."
A Lagoon in Paradise. "Fakarava is a huge roughly oval atoll. Its lagoon runs from NW to SE for
about 30 miles and is about 7 miles wide. Ngarue Pass, the one we entered, is on the NW end and
another smaller but navigable entrance, Tumakohua Pass, is at the far end to the SE. The long side
exposed to the NE is mostly one long thin motu or island ranging from 2 to 4 hundred yards in width
and perhaps up to ten feet above sea level. It is thickly covered with trees, mostly coconut palm with
some long needle pine and a few deciduous trees including breadfruit. The soil seems to be a mixture
of coral and volcanic sand with some duff from decaying plant-life.

The Captain by the lagoon at Rotoava, Fakarava

"The principal town, Rotoava, is located at the NW end of the island and consists of perhaps 50-75
homes strung out along two gravel streets paralleling the lagoon shore. Most of the houses are rather
modern in appearance, some nice enough to be in American suburbia, some built of bits of plywood and
corrugated tin and very poor, and all just as neat as a pin. Even the paths and yards are swept or raked
often. There’s not a lot of grass but what there is, is cut with machetes or (by the more prosperous
people) with those little motorized weed whackers that use a spinning bit of nylon line at the bottom of
an aluminum shaft.
''Interspersed with the houses are the coral rock or concrete foundations of others now gone, taken by
hurricane or fire some time in the past. The community buildings are built of cut coral stone or
concrete block, parged and painted in beautiful pastel shades. The older ones are particularly
interesting architecturally. The main church is one of the older buildings and a real gem. The front
doors and narrow windows of the cut coral stone building are outlined with mother-of pearl and shells.

"Behind it' extending almost to the sea side of the island, are two neat graveyards walled with coral
blocks. The gateposts of one had crosses while those of the other had beautiful large pieces of tree
coral on their tops. The graves in one could easily have been in the other; most had simple crosses with
names and French style dates painted in black. Some had plastic flowers. Most seemed to be less than
ten years old though a few dated from the l9th century. It looked to us as though hurricanes had taken
their toll here too.
''The town faces the lagoon side of the motu and there is a bit of slightly higher ground between it and
the open sea. That accounts for the fact that we couldn’t see the buildings from out at sea. I suppose
this also gives them more protection in storms. Even so, the place must have been destroyed many
times. The coral stone curbing along the streets was one of the few indications of age -- and it looked
ancient.
"If a lot of what I say sounds like surmise, that's because we did have some difficulty communicating
here. The people were most pleasant and friendly in a shy kind of way. After we exchanged the usual
'bonjour', the conversation would peter out fairly quickly. One young man who was more outgoing than
the rest took us through the village to a boy whom spoke excellent English. It turned out that this 14year-old had been born in New Zealand and returned with his parents to the island at the age of seven.
He is living with his aunt in Rotoava so he can attend school since his family lives in one of the smaller
villages further down the lagoon.
"Through him we found the one store on the island where we hoped to buy some bread. We ordered 'le
pain’ with our little bit of French and the storekeeper's word or two of English and understood it would
be ready Saturday morning at a certain time. After several visits Saturday morning and afternoon we
never were able to buy any bread and aren’t sure why.
"We did some snorkeling near the shore of the lagoon where there were many colorful coral heads in
the shallow water. I didn't want to go much below the surface of the water because of my ear but even
so, we saw many beautiful fish and some anemones. It was B's one chance to see the underwater life
and she was so captivated that she returned to do more on Sunday.

Sail-mending in the lagoon.

"Saturday afternoon we explored the island a bit more and found the old lighthouse that we had seen on
our approach. The very steeply terraced pyramid-like structure had been built in the l920's and as far as
we could tell had never been equipped with a light of any sort since there was no provision for a person
to reach the top. It looked terribly old but a plaque gave the date and the name of the French
administrator in the islands who had it built.
"While we were sitting at its base B spotted a sailboat about two miles off the coast on a course toward
the pass. We wondered if it was someone we knew. It looked as if it might arrive at the pass just at
dark but would have no light to find its way to the anchorage through the coral. If we could have
communicated we would have arranged to 'talk them in' giving them our masthead strobe as a
reference. As it was, we were too far from our boat to reach them in time by marine VHF. On the ham
net later in the evening we learned that it was HARRIER. With the rapidly failing light they had
decided to press on for Tahiti." (B: It's too bad we hadn't arranged something, for it would have saved
HARRIER and crew from two full days of storm.)
“We spent a lazy day on Easter Sunday enjoying our south sea paradise. In the afternoon I made the
boat ready for its passage to Tahiti while B did her snorkeling. " (B: I couldn't help recalling some past
Easter mornings when we were on snowshoe backpacking trips and drew renewal from the snow
sparkling in the sunshine. The underwater beauty of the lagoon was in complete contrast but served the
same purposes for me this year.)
"Later B rowed over to a just-arrived sailboat to say hello. The family of five aboard EPISODE, a
beautiful 40 footer from Washington State, is circling part of the Pacific, leaving home in July ‘86 and
returning home via Hawaii later this summer.
PASSAGE 5, PART 2, DAYS 1 - 3. "Our departure through the pass Monday morning a at 7:20 AM
was not nearly as spectacular as our arrival. There were a few swirls in the water but it was quite
smooth and we had no problem sailing out.'' (B: The 30-foot water was so clear you could see the coral
heads on the bottom.)
''There were a few squalls in the area. One reduced our visibility for a few minutes as we crossed the
lagoon and another provided gusts to nearly 30 knots for about 20 minutes after we were out and on our
rhomb line course of 240 degrees magnetic for Point Venus, Tahiti. Other than those two short episodes
on Monday, and a couple more on Tuesday and on Wednesday morning, the sailing was comfortable in
a mostly 8 - 12 knot NW breeze.
''We had the island of Tahiti in sight a little before 8 AM on Wednesday at a distance of about 20 miles
in low clouds and haze. The clouds just seemed to hang right over the island as we approached
obliquely toward Point Venus on the N coast and from time to time a brief rainsquall would obliterate
the island altogether. Soon, though, we could make out the steep ridges and deep valleys running back
in from the coast. In one we could see a tremendous thin waterfall that must have plunged 1500 feet in
three leaps.
"It was hard to make out Point Venus against the rest of the coast. The lighthouse there is almost
obscured by the huge pine trees. The place got its name from the fact that the famous Captain James
Cook camped there and made observations of the transit of the planet Venus on the 3rd of June 1769;
and now it is a beautiful park.

"Finally, after a couple of false tentative identifications I had the unmistakable 1ighthouse in sight and I
could begin to understand the lay of the land. Even then it was hard for us to identify the proper pass
through the barrier reef and we went more slowly along the coast than we might have otherwise.
"I always seem to have trouble establishing a proper scale of reference when I make a landfall. Once
I’ve seen a harbor I seldom have a problem again, but so many a times I've been fooled by a new place.
When we finally were off the Passe de Papeete it was obviously ‘a piece of cake’. Until that time I had
doubts as to whether we were in too close on the lee shore or should go in closer to see better. At any
rate we entered the pass at 3 PM and soon had found a place along the harbor embankment near the
large green-roofed Protestant church at Paofai.
"In Papeete the yachts moor perpendicular to the shore in the Mediterranean style, anchoring off and
running bow or stern 1ines to the embankment. Many tie up cheek-by-cheek off the long concrete quay
in a floating version of apartment living (with electricity and running water}, and use gangplanks to
walk ashore. Others moor, as we did, with long lines at greater distance from the rocky breakwater
further down the shore from the center of town. There you have to use your dinghy to a get ashore and
forgo the utilities, but it's quieter and more private -- and a third of the cost in the bargain.
"As I motored in slowly and paid out the stern anchor line, B rowed our bowline ashore. Helpful as
always, Ken Roper, from HARRIER tied up nearby, came over and secured it to a bollard." (B: Here's
another one where K is downplaying. I had a most awkward time handling the dink and the line. After
Ken came along to give us a hand I managed to crash the dink ashore and help with heaving on the line.
It was my choice to take the line, by the way, K could have done it much more smoothly but I was
afraid to be in charge of the boat by myself. Of course Ken didn't mind helping but I was embarrassed
over being clumsy.)
"-- And there we were, tied up across from the Boulevard Pomare in Papeete, perhaps the world's most
glamorous cruising destination. It was the realization of another long-held dream for me.''
Papeete, Tahiti! "Thursday morning a bit late we set off into town to find the Gendarmerie and port
captain. It wasn't hard since their offices are located in a convenient building on the waterfront, but we
learned one important lesson about Papeete. Everything -- well, nearly everything -- closes from 11 am
to 2 PM. We a found the offices but missed the functionaries by about 10 minutes, so had to return.
"In the meanwhile we ogled all the fashionable shops and the many sidewalk booths that hold less
expensive versions of the same things: shell jewelry, pareus, artwork and the like. It was quite hot and
even I, who was more used to it, followed B as she ducked from tree to awning to umbrella, seeking out
every scrap of shade along the way.
"We spent several hours searching for the one Laundromat noted in the guide book. Alas, it had gone
out of business though I couldn't imagine why since the owner must a have become a millionaire
charging $12 a load to wash and dry.
"After I completed all the necessary paperwork with the customs and immigration officials it was fun to
stroll along the waterfront looking at all the yachts from a different parts of the world. There were only
three that I already knew among the a dozens there: ZYRIA, from Copenhagen whom I had met in the
Galapagos; SULEIMA, also a from Copenhagen with the six young Danes who had me to supper at

Hana Vave on Fatu Hiva; and HARRIER with friends Ken Roper and Dick Brown from the States
whom I had met on a the ham net and then in Nuku Hiva.
“It wasn’t long, of course, before we met more yachties' but the atmosphere was a bit different here in
the big city. The boat people were still very friendly and a tried to help one another but everyone
seemed preoccupied with doing their thing, whether it was sightseeing, shopping, dining and
entertainment, or having repairs done. In our case it was sightseeing because B had only a couple of
days before her return home.
"After a siesta on the HM2, and work on improving our security by setting out another anchor, we had
supper at a cafeteria attached to a church sponsored school for nurses located nearly across the
Boulevard from the boat. We found the food plain but good and relatively inexpensive at $8 pp for a
salad, main course with a vegetable, desert, and bread. Soft drinks were extra. B left her vegetarian
ways (actually she had pretty much suspended her routine on this trip) and we both enjoyed a braised
rabbit.
"The big event on Friday was a trip on the ferry to the nearby island of Moorea. That seemed to be the
fastest way to give B a chance to see ‘The Real Polynesia’, as opposed to the hum and glitter of
commerce in Papeete. The trip across the ten miles or so took an hour each way and cost $10 pp for the
round trip. We had a chance to take some pictures of both Tahiti and Moorea along the way.
"When we got to Moorea we decided to take a hike up the valley behind the village of Vaiere where the
ferry docks. We stopped in a grocery and bought a long loaf of French bread, a can of meat spread,
some cookies, and a bottle of carbonated passion fruit soft drink before setting out on the small
adventure.
"Following some sketchy directions in a guidebook, we found an unpaved road and followed it perhaps
three kilometers up the broad valley past small plots and fields where flowering plants were grown for
sale on Tahiti. The colors of the potted plants were lovely, but there were more of the same as well as
others growing wild everywhere. The nursery people seemed to have fairly sophisticated operations.
We stopped and talked to one worker who was interested in our trip down from the Marquesas. As I
recall, he had spent some time on the West Coast in the states.
"At a fork in the road we turned right, having no guidance from the book, and followed the diminishing
road upward more steeply until it stopped abruptly at what seemed to be an attractive but deserted hotel.
We think it was still in business but there wasn’t a soul in sight although doors and windows were open.
"Retracing our steps, we looked for signs of promised red paint blazes or a trail departing the road, but
never found the footpath that should have led to a high ridge with a view. Instead we found a mountain
brook where we could sit on rocks and dangle our feet in the water while eating our lunch. All in all,
we were pleased enough with our outing and we did see a bit of the interesting countryside.
"When we returned to Papeete we remained in the ferry wharf area to see the dozens of vans and panel
trucks that set up shop there every evening around 5:30 to sell fast food, Tahitian style. Each truck had
a specialty like Chinese food, pizza, fish and chips, Polynesian cooking, steaks and fries, crepes, ice
cream, and so forth. We selected Cantonese food and enjoyed a fine chicken curry cooked in a wok

before our eyes for 650 francs each. We followed that with ice cream cones and returned to the HM2
feeling sated. B complained that she was gaining back the weight she had lost during the passage."
(B: The trucks are pretty much alike, they open up a horizontal panel on each side and bring out stools
stored inside, and this makes a counter-eating arrangement for three to five people on each side. Most
of them have a charcoal grill set up on the tarmac at the back, and the inside of the truck is equipped
with everything else for their specialty. It’s the truth; two of them had actual brick ovens on for pizza!
You could see the charcoal fire inside.)

Laundry by the seawall, Papeete

"Saturday morning we set up a laundry on the embankment by the water hydrant in typical yachtie style
using a plastic tub and a sophisticated hand washing rinsing, and wringing technique that lifted the
grime right out of the duds and left them snowy white. I hung a clothesline on the foredeck and you
never saw a showier set of sails on any craft.
“B went on a final shopping foray into town while I ferried several loads of water out to the boat to fill
her tanks and did some last minute editing on the log so that B could take the disk home and bring you
all up to date on my adventures between the Galapagos and the Marquesas.
“Our time together was winding down and I was already feeling blue. If someone had come up and
offered me a plane ticket home for the boat and its contents I'd have taken them up on the spot. B did
her packing Saturday afternoon and it didn't take long; she had far less going home than she had
coming.
"We returned to the ferry wharf area again to sample the delicious and relatively inexpensive food on
the trucks. This time we stopped at the seafood van and enjoyed delicious broiled bonito steaks for Fr
800 each. The main attraction on the wharf this evening was the Scripps oceanographic research ship
THOMAS WASHINGTON (B said they got the name wrong), in port for a couple of days before
steaming to Hawaii.
"We were up at six on Sunday morning, helped by two different alarm clocks so as not to be late for B’s
date at the airport. As we dinghied ashore with the luggage, Ken from the HARRIER came by and said
he'd like to go along. He had to send out several notification letters because someone had lifted his
wallet and all of its plastic cards in a crowd. The mail goes out fastest from the airport. B offered an

even better deal. She'd take the letters and post them from LA on her arrival there. Together, we
walked to the marketplace where the busses depart and took one for the airport in Faaa. The 20 minute
ride took us through the nondescript western suburbs of the city." (B: I was kind of sorry Ken was to
come with us. I thought K would have preferred being alone right after I left, but it turned out to be
helpful; for my suitcase weighed surely 100 pounds, and two men to carry it was a good deal for me.)
''While we got B checked in and did our final hand-holding strolling through the terminal and its
gardens, Ken finished his letter writing in the bar. Suddenly our time was gone. B collected ken's
letters, we had a final hug, and she disappeared through the security area with a backward glance, a
smile, and a wave.
"Since there was no way to see her actual departure. Ken and I headed back for our boats. Somehow
the day seemed darker."
TECHNOLOGICAL INFORMATION DEPT.-- First, a correction with regard to a blouse made by the
Cuna Indians of San Blas. It takes two molas, not one, to which you add a yoke, sleeves, and bottom
ruffle.
Second, this issue's definition: A pareu (or pareo, etc.) is a piece of cloth about a meter or so wide and
about 2 long, usually colorfully patterned or decorated, which is wrapped about the body (usually a
woman's) and worn as a dress. This is one of the few ethnic traditions we saw still in active use by
some women in the different islands. Needless to say, I am adopting them as summertime clothing!
The main ethnic tradition we saw still being practiced was the really great canoeing in the Papeete
harbor. The canoes are mostly about 40 feet long, v-shaped and narrow, with an outrigger and six
paddlers. The paddles are shorter than ours, with a wider blade. They really move! It is beautiful to
see. The front paddler shouts signals, which we never could figure out, but which had to do with
indicating which paddlers were to change sides. This is necessary to keep going in a straight line or to
steer. I took pictures but none came out due to lack of light. They practice every weekday evening for
about an hour or two, storing the canoes on the beach just beyond where the HM2 was anchored / tied.
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